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Outline
• How to introduce the concept to the entire
team and cultivate champions
• Importance of safety culture – entire team
• “Narrow & deep” vs “broad & shallow”
• Early lessons – the physicist’s role
• Next phase
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FMEA in RadOnc

FMEA: Definition – relevant source
• Failure Modes and Effects Analysis is a systematic,
proactive method for evaluating a process to identify
where and how it might fail and to assess the relative
impact of different failures, in order to identify the
parts of the process that are most in need of change.
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Introducing the concept
•
•
•
•
•

Put it in context
Avoid physics/technical examples
Follow the patient care process ‐ inclusive
“Sell it”
Learn to be a facilitator for group collaboration

Process FMEA

EXAMPLE SLIDES
FOR RADONC TEAM

• Answer key Questions
–
–
–
–

What could go wrong?
How badly might it go wrong?
Can we easily spot the error?
What needs to be done to prevent failures?

• The people involved in the process work together to
answer these questions.
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FMEA – basic hypothetical example
EXAMPLE SLIDES
FOR RADONC TEAM

1

2

3

5

Get
Dressed

1a. Hit snooze
on alarm

2a. Make
Coffee

3a. Find
Keys

4a. Coffee in
cup holder

5a. Notice
and take exit

1b. Again, hit
snooze on
alarm

2b. Take
Shower

3b. Find Bag

4b. NPR on
Radio

5b. Negotiate
6b. Close and
turn
lock doors
5c. Find spot
6c. Walk to
5d. Hang up work
phone

1c. Get out of
bed
1d. Find
Slippers

3c. Look for
Coffee
3d. Find Car

Drive the
Car

Park the
Car

6

Wake Up

2c. Find
clothes

Start the
Car

4

4c. Phone
accessible
4d. Drive to
Work

2d. Find
Shoes

Walk into
Work
6a. Collect
coffee, bag,
computer

Cindy Pope, Beth Israel – Plymouth MA

FMEA example cont

EXAMPLE SLIDES
FOR RADONC TEAM

List all Failures:
1a. Hit
Snooze
button

1b. Again,
hit snooze
button

1c. Get out
Of Bed

1d. Look
for
Slippers

Failure Modes:
1a(1) - Turn off alarm
1a(2) - Unplug Alarm
1a(3) - Break alarm clock
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The FMEA team
• Multidisciplinary team with intimate knowledge of
each step in the process
• Ideally each member should be an expert in their
portion of the process
• Real‐life experience is most important – this is a
subjective assessment process relying on our
collective experience.

The Lahey FMEA team
Nurse: Laura Kenda
Therapist: Elizabeth Doherty
Dosimetrists: Rob Bettinelli, Janel Woodhouse
Physicists: Eileen Cirino, Per Halvorsen
Radiation Oncologist: Bill O’Meara
Chief Therapist / Manager: Angela Tambini
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Creating a process map

Creating a process map: observations
• Invest the time to allow the FMEA team to
understand the “generic” process maps
• Collaboratively develop institution‐specific process
maps, staying as close to the consensus
recommendations as possible
• Ensure that the resultant process maps are used
for all appropriate purposes in the department’s
CQI and safety programs
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“Narrow&deep” vs “broad&shallow”
• Which is the better approach for introducing the
concept to the entire RadOnc team?
• An initial “narrow&deep” approach with rigorous FTA
would likely have to be physics/technology centered,
and would largely preclude active contribution by
non‐technical members of the team
• We chose a “broad&shallow” initial approach, to
build conceptual understanding & enthusiasm by the
entire team

Pros & cons of “broad&shallow”
• PRO:
• Helps the entire team understand the concept
• Promotes active contribution by all team members from
the beginning of the project
• Cultivates “champions”

• CON:
• Inadequate FTA
• Findings may not be as actionable as a robust FTA based
“deep” FMEA
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Ranking each step in the process
Assign a Risk Priority Number (RPN):
• Occurrence (1‐10)
• Severity (1‐10)
• Detectability
(1‐10)
• RPN = O*S*D

RPN scores – who decides?
Should the subject‐matter‐expert for each process
step assign the RPN, or should it be a group
effort?
•

•
•

We tried a hybrid approach (all team members assign
their RPN values, then a weighted average is applied
with 3:1 SME weighting)
Wide variation in perspectives
Settled on interactive group scoring – consistent with
the “broad&shallow” concept
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FMEA – Lahey results from Phase I
Identified the 3
highest and 3 lowest
RPN scores in each
major process
branch.

FMEA – Lahey results from Phase I
•5

highest risk RPNs overall:
•
•
•
•
•

3.4 – Delineation of target(s)
3.1 – Preliminary Rx, constraints (physician intent)
2.9 – Simulation – marking reference point
2.6 – Simulation – documentation of immob/setup
4.7 – Physician plan peer review (chart rounds)

• 5 lowest risk RPNs overall:
•
•
•
•
•

4.5 – Treatment Approval in Aria
1.13 – Patient education/consent
1.1 – 2 forms of ID
A.8 – Documentation of quality management
1.14 – Social work / nutrition assessment
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Communicating the lessons to the team

Communicating the lessons to the team
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FMEA – physicist’s role:
• Be a constructive facilitator – teach/encourage
• Apply your analytical skills to guide the process
• Summarize findings and recommendations in a
cohesive and simple manner
• Keep the project focused and identify opportunities
for process improvement.
• Explain it to the institution’s administration.

Impressions from our initial experience
• Very positive response from nurses, therapists, and
radiation oncologist
• Has re-energized our CQI Committee
• Has already resulted in “side projects” prompted by
the collaborative experience – e.g. working with
nurses to revise our HDR emergency procedures to
include applicator-specific steps & supplies
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Next phase
• “Narrow&deep” approach to a technical portion of the process
map  will the findings mirror those from the “broad&deep”
approach?
• Determine the longer‐term utilization of FMEA in the
department’s operations
• Should long‐established AAPM‐sanctioned QC procedures be
modified based on the FMEA findings?  CAUTION
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